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Attendance

Very good participations

~60 people representing:
- 11 Tier1s
- 4 Experiments
- 11 Network providers
- Asian, American and European Tier2s

30 presentations

Lively discussions
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Reports from the Users
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WLCG
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Alice
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ATLAS
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CMS
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LHCb
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Experiments - summary

WAN connectivity more and more important to better 
exploit the resources available all around the globe

Tier1s and Tier2s getting very similar 

More bandwidth needed at Tier2s

Connectivity outside Europe and North America needs to 
be improved
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Tier1/2s sites

Tier1s happy with LHCOPN

Tier2s in general happy with LHCONE L3VPN, but some 
doesn't see the need

All sites are planning upgrades of WAN connectivity. 
Many US sites planning to adopt 100G

Demands for 
- better network monitoring
- better LHCONE operations
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About LHCONE P2P service

CMS may exploit this service

Sites don't have a clear need for it 

Over-provisioning vs Complexity

No clear resource allocation policies (priority, billing...)
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Actions for the Network Operators
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LHCOPN Actions

Keep LHCOPN as it is.
Increase bandwidth if necessary and affordable.

Tier1s can move their T1-T1 traffic to LHCONE, if 
LHCOPN topology is not optimal

LHCONE may be used as primary backup for LHCOPN, 
if Tier1s prefers
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LHCONE L3VPN Actions

High capacity and reliable networks for T1-T1, T1-T2, T2-T2.
Operators must take T1-T1 traffic into account. 

Better/shared/more_efficient use of ONE/OPN resources

Improve support
  - clearer procedures on how to get support
  - tracking system
  - one cross organizational helpdesk/NOC team

Improve monitoring
  - improve perfsonar infrastructure
  - unify/harmonize all the available monitoring
  - perfsonar in the VRFs
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LHCONE L3VPN Actions

Keep constrains to allow statefull firewall bypass: 

- sites can announce only LHC prefixes 
- must guarantee symmetric traffic
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LHCONE P2P actions

Define scope of the experiment

Find interested sites and developers
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More information

Workshop's presentation:
https://indico.cern.ch/event/289679/

https://indico.cern.ch/event/289679/
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